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6/3 Visit of Fr. Jovino San Mi-

guel, OP the President of St. 

Catherine University in Japan 

with him is the University Vice 

President 谷隆ㄧ郎.  





6/4 美麗島朝聖尋根之旅:

第一站 高雄市中華路道明

外僑小学马修女们一起唸

五旬節第二晚禱。 

6/4 The brothers arrived 
safe and sound in the 
southern city of Kaohsiung. 
first stop were our sisters 
where we shared a multi- 
cultural vespers in three 
languages. Refreshments 
were served and of course 
mangoes from the orchard 
of the sisters. 

           

3 Sor Carmelina Fan   C 

4 Sor Asunción Yen   C 

8 Sor Flordelisa Ordoñez              C 

15  Sor Enriqueta Balagtas   C 

20  Sor Paula Lee     C 

21  Sor Daniela Pang   S 

23  Sor Socorro Teofilo       C  

25  Sor Versamin Calamiong  C          

 

 

DIS: Sparkling Diamond…       

in mind, heart and spirit 

Blessing of DIS-Taipei 

new facilities 

Date: August 8, 2017 

Time: 8:45 - 11:45       

followed by lunch 



“…….and I will give you REST ! “ 

Sr. Jean Bergado, OP 

Time again to write and share. St. Paul instructs us , “ say only the good things people need to hear, 

things that would really help them “ ( Eph 4:29 ), so I hope dear readers that this reading will be a 

nourishing experience, as Fr. Deng shared in one of his topics “  experience…memory…meaning 

“ ( Naalala nyo pa ba  mga KAMAHALAN ? ) 

Perhaps, if there is one single most satisfying experience that retreat brings to each one, that would 

be REST ! Away from the necessity to talk and accommodate conversations , that we all have to go 

through in our respective apostolate. This year’s English retreat vis-à-vis treat happened last June 5-

14, a full 10 days of reflective listening and conscious praying amidst the cradling silence of the Beati-

tude Mountain Spiritual Center. 

Fr. Filemon “ Deng “ de la Cruz, OP , one of the most illustrious preachers of the Dominican Fathers 

in the Philippines was specially chosen to be the retreat master for this year.  He delivered many 

beautiful  topics and points of reflections, in fact these were too beautiful and too many that made it 

too hard to remember. But just as he said, chances are most of these will be forgotten as soon as you 

step out of this center, just to remember 1 is already a great consolation, talking about memory gap.  

Seriously speaking, it was a privileged time to hear the talks of this prolific preacher, who can even 



deliver a two hour reflection using a “ Community Tax Certificate “ ( Cedula ), he used this quite 

insignificant piece of identification to make us better appreciate our being unique and different 

from each other. He made us see the beauty of community life, most of the time invisible from our 

sight, but truly a piece of art in God’s as He meticulously puts us together, piece by piece, like a 

symphony that raptures to harmonious melody. That part of his talk would make one realize that 

our being different from each other, which most of the time becomes the reason of conflict, is but 

the effect of our different backgrounds and family culture where we were “helplessly” born, and 

thus, should be embraced with mutual acceptance.  

The last 2 days for the Permanent Formation topic on “ DOMINICAN IDENTITY “ made a very 

deep impression. I would personally describe it as “ like streaks of lightning that illuminated  the 

thoughts on the beauty of the Order “. The role of the Dominicans in the life and mission  of the 

Church, an Identity that is capsulized within the richness of the 2,000 year old Catholic culture 

and tradition, an identity engraved on an 800 yr old  solid foundation of the truth of the Gospel of 

our Lord Jesus Christ, preached on the four corners of the earth, and on our humble part as 

Misioneras, the legacy of 100 plus years of planting the seed of faith through our mission on educa-

tion, that made us a formidable educational institution in the country of Taiwan, holding the pres-

tige of running the only CATHOLIC INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL in the whole island, a fact 

which is both a privilege and a challenge. 

A good preacher using the Word as an anchor and contemplating its sense can truly brighten the 
darkest space by a mere flicker. No wonder Jesus left us with this word, “ you are the light of the 
world “, in the unending news of war and hatred that truly come only from hearts robbed of peace, 
a retreat is a time of retracing the path of our beginning, and finding again the meaning of our 
journey. As I heard from an old sister who gave me a life’s lesson as a religious,  “ Huwag kang 
magagambala at mabighani sa iyong dinaraanan upang makarating ka sa iyong patutunguhan”. May 
the good Lord always bring us back on track. 

Congratulations! 

Sr. Antonia Egar  

second term Prioress of SCVF, Taipei 

June 24, 2017 

Sor Ursula Apacionado 

Subpriora -SDSCH Barrigada 

Sor Victoria Cambronero 

Treasurer -SDSCH Barrigada 

 

Nuevas Asignaciones 

Sor Ana Li a Taishan 

Sor Corazon Gamotin  

a DIS Kaohsiung 


